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If you want to construct fiber optic network or adopt IP protocol for transmission of voice, data and
video, you can avail the services of Offerte Fastweb Business. Depending on your requirement and
specification you can select the fiber optics that includes DSL as well as fiber optical. Fast web
services are the solid foundation for the next generation of web services. It offers wide range of
services, which includes fixed telephony & integrated mobile service, television services and fast
internet services. Fastweb services are versatile to the requirements of specific customers.

For business men and entrepreneurs, this service offers advance series of all market segments and
competitive prices. Offerte Fastweb adsl is designed primarily for large and small businesses,
government agencies, professionals, research groups and for universities. The FastWeb service
allows its clients to exploit the full potential of broadband and eliminate the fee telecom with ADSL
phone deals. This service is thereby, very convenient and suitable for the clients to private their
business or people. In addition to this, it also offers ADSL Fastweb in order to meet different levels
and availability of funds. In addition to this customers and clients can also customize their plans with
their usage.

Along with this the telephone line, FastWeb Internet offers 20 Mbps that a client can navigate or
explore from home at any time. In addition to this a USB UMTS is also offered to the clients up to 10
hours per month including the shipment cost. With FastWeb, installation costs are excluded from
other operators that include ASDL phone deals.

FastWeb is the installation of new telephone line that is made by a technician of telecom Italy. With
FastWeb, clients are not required to pay the telecom Fee as it can be accessed with Wi-Fi FastWeb.
In addition to this it also offers free loans that connect to customers. With FastWeb service a client
can surf the net from anywhere from his; without the use of fiber cables or wires.

FastWeb offers effective services to their clients through internet and telecommunications. It helps
in surfing the internet from home without paying the telecom fee.

There are new promotions of Fastweb that includes telephone and ADSL and it offers unlimited, TV
Fastweb. In addition to this Con Fastweb TV, customers have the digital terrestrial television. Along
with this more than 30 channels and the ability to download content "On Demand" is offered to the
customers.
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